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Courses

**GEO.100 Human Geography**

The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the study of geography as a social science by emphasizing the relevance of the basic concepts in geography to cultural and human concerns. A primary learning objective is the understanding of the impact on the natural environment from natural resources, economic activity, and cultural characteristics.

Offered: Fall

Applicable toward graduation at Sandburg where program structure permits:

Degree or Certificate: AA, AS, AFA, AAS, AGS, and Certificates where applicable (1.1). *IAI Course No. S4 900*

General Education – Social Science Human Relations

**GEO.110 World Regional Geography**

A survey of the world’s regions, emphasizing the spatial arrangements of resources, population, institutions, economic activities, and cultural landscapes, and their significance for distinctive regional problems.

Offered: Spring

Applicable toward graduation at Sandburg where program structure permits:

Degree or Certificate: AA, AS, AFA, AAS, AGS, and Certificates where applicable (1.1). *IAI Course No. S4 901*

General Education – Social Science Human Relations